The following course and program proposals have been approved by Fiona Lees, Enrolment Services, on behalf of SCTP. Highlighted text in pink are queries to/information for units.

SECTION A: APPROVED PROGRAMS

Minor and Moderate Revisions

Faculty of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences
School of Dietetics and Human Nutrition

M.Sc.(Applied) in Human Nutrition; Non-Thesis – Dietetics Credentialing (83 cr.) – description, a required course deleted, required-course credits decreased, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary courses added, elective-course credits added, and how elective courses chosen indicated. **Rationale:** Updates to courses to provide a broader perspective. **ES Comments/Corrections:** Correct listing of existing complementary courses and how they are listed – see the GPS eCalendar for correct listing; indicate Complementary courses as “9 credits”; revise elective courses sentence to read “To be chosen, at the 500 level or higher, in consultation...”

Department of Bioresource Engineering

B.Eng.(Bioresource); Major in Bioresource Engineering (113 cr.) – a required course deleted, a required course added, complementary courses added. **Rationale:** Updates to courses to remain relevant and to streamline teaching activities. Expertise of new professors in the Department reflected in the program. **ES Comments/Corrections:** Note that CHEE 315 decreased in credit weight from 4 to 3 as of 201209 – revise existing and proposed columns to correct the credit weight for this course.

B.Eng.(Bioresource); Major in Bioresource Engineering; Professional Agrology (113 cr.) – a required course deleted, a required course added, complementary courses added. **Rationale:** Updates to courses to remain relevant and to streamline teaching activities. Expertise of new professors in the Department reflected in the program. **ES Comments/Corrections:** Note that CHEE 315 decreased in credit weight from 4 to 3 as of 201209 – revise existing and proposed columns to correct the credit weight for this course;

McGill School of Environment

B.Sc.(Ag.Env.Sc.); Major in Environment; Biodiversity and Conservation (63 cr.) – complementary courses deleted, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised. **Rationale:** Updates to courses. **ES Comments/Corrections:** Verify course titles in Banner of added courses – some titles are incorrect [example: BIOL 451, NRSC 451]. Also, indicate the credit weight for each added course. ENTO 340 was omitted from rationale for addition of courses.

B.Sc.; Major in Environment; Biodiversity and Conservation (63 cr.) – complementary courses deleted, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised. **Rationale:** Updates to courses. **ES Comments/Corrections:** Verify course titles in Banner of added courses – some titles are incorrect [example: BIOL 451, NRSC 451]. Also, indicate the credit weight for each added course. ENTO 340 was omitted from rationale for addition of courses.

Faculty of Arts

Department of Linguistics

B.A.; Major Concentration in Linguistics (36 cr.) – complementary courses deleted, how complementary courses chosen revised. **Rationale:** Specific list of complementary courses to be chosen from has been removed to avoid confusion;

B.A.; Honours in Linguistics (60 cr.) - complementary courses deleted, how complementary courses chosen revised. **Rationale:** Specific list of complementary courses to be chosen from has been removed to avoid confusion;

B.A.; Joint Honours – Linguistics Component (36 cr.) - complementary courses deleted, how complementary courses chosen revised. **Rationale:** Specific list of complementary courses to be chosen from has been removed to avoid confusion;

B.A.; Minor Concentration in Linguistics (18 cr.) - complementary courses deleted, how complementary courses chosen revised. **Rationale:** Specific list of courses to be chosen from has been removed to avoid confusion;
SECTION A: APPROVED PROGRAMS

Minor and Moderate Revisions
Faculty of Arts [continued]
Department of Art History and Communication Studies

B.A.; Major Concentration in Art History (36 cr.) – how complementary courses to be chosen revised, separate groups of complementary courses revised into one group, complementary courses added. Rationale: Group headings of courses removed because they no longer reflect the current state of the field and the intellectual goals of the Department. Courses updated;

B.A.; Honours in Art History (60 cr.) – how complementary courses to be chosen revised, separate groups of complementary courses revised into one group, note added to complementary courses, complementary courses added. Rationale: Group headings of courses removed because they no longer reflect the current state of the field and the intellectual goals of the Department. Courses updated;

B.A.; Joint Honours - Art History Component (36 cr.) – how complementary courses to be chosen revised, separate groups of complementary courses revised into one group, note added to complementary courses, complementary courses added. Rationale: Group headings of courses removed because they no longer reflect the current state of the field and the intellectual goals of the Department. Courses updated.

McGill Institute for the Study of Canada

B.A.; Minor Concentration in Indigenous Studies (18 cr.) – complementary courses added. Rationale: ?? ES Comments/Corrections: Program’s full title and credit weight need to be indicated, indicate a rationale, and indicate an effective date.

Institute for Gender, Sexuality, and Feminist Studies

B.A.; Minor Concentration in Women’s Studies (18 cr.) – complementary courses added, note added to complementary courses. Rationale: To regularize course substitutions and broaden the complementary course offerings. ES Comments/Corrections: Indicate effective term.

B.A.; Major Concentration in Women’s Studies (36 cr.) – complementary courses added, note added to complementary courses. Rationale: To regularize course substitutions and broaden the complementary course offerings. ES Comments/Corrections: Indicate effective term.

B.A.; Honours in Women’s Studies (57 cr.) – complementary courses added, note added to complementary courses. Rationale: To regularize course substitutions and broaden the complementary course offerings. ES Comments/Corrections: Indicate effective term.

B.A.; Joint Honours - Women’s Studies Component (36 cr.) – complementary courses added, note added to complementary courses. Rationale: To regularize course substitutions and broaden the complementary course offerings. ES Comments/Corrections: Indicate effective term.

B.A.; Minor Concentration in Sexual Diversity Studies (18 cr.) – complementary courses added, note added to complementary courses. Rationale: To regularize course substitutions and broaden the complementary course offerings. ES Comments/Corrections: Indicate effective term.

School of Computer Science/Faculty of Science

B.A.; Major Concentration in Software Engineering (36 cr.) – complementary course added. Rationale: Update to courses. ES Comments/Corrections: Effective date revised to “201509”

School of Continuing Studies
Department of Career and Professional Development

Certificate in Health & Social Services Mgmt (30 cr.) – note added, program prerequisite course added, program corequisite course added, required course deleted, required course added. Rationale: Updates to courses.
SECTION A: APPROVED PROGRAMS

**Minor and Moderate Revisions** [continued]

Faculty of Medicine

M.D.,C.M. (199-203) – description, program credit weight increased, headings added to required courses and separated into individual lists, required courses’ credit weights revised, required courses’ titles revised, required courses deleted, required courses added, required-course credits increased, complementary courses deleted, complementary course credits deleted. *Rationale*: Revisions based on recommendations from the Faculty of Medicine Strategic Planning. *ES Comments/Corrections*: Correct course titles in proposed column for the following courses: INDS 423, INDS 426, INDS 424.

Department of Pharmacology and Therapeutics

M.Sc. in Pharmacology and Therapeutics (45 cr.) – required courses added, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised. *Rationale*: Updates to courses and program content. *ES Comments/Corrections*: Is this a program title change? The proposal does not reflect the program’s correct title – see GPS eCalendar. Is the program description being revised? If so, the existing description needs to be included in box 6.0. “One addition 700-level PHAR course …” indicated in required courses should be listed in complementary courses because students will have a choice. Program requirements omitted from existing list of complementary courses.

Ph.D. in Pharmacology and Therapeutics (0 cr.) – required courses added, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised. *Rationale*: Updates to courses and program content. *ES Comments/Corrections*: Is this a program title change? The proposal does not reflect the program’s correct title. Is the program description being revised? If so, the existing description needs to be included in box 6.0. “One addition 700-level PHAR course …” indicated in required courses should be listed in complementary courses because students will have a choice. Existing program requirements not correctly listed – see the GPS eCalendar for the correct program requirements.

Faculty of Science

Dean’s Office

**B.Sc.; Freshman Program** (30 cr.) – complementary course added. *Rationale*: Educate freshman students in the area of study, and increase the student enrolment in the B.Sc. Geography programs.

School of Computer Science

**B.A. & Sc.; Major Concentration in Software Engineering** (37 cr.) - complementary course added. *Rationale*: Effective date revised to read “201509”.

**B.Sc.; Major in Computer Science** (60-63 cr.) – how complementary courses chosen revised. *Rationale*: Effective date revised to read “201509”.

**B.Sc.; Honours in Computer Science** (72-75 cr.) – how complementary courses chosen revised. *Rationale*: Effective date revised to read “201509”.

**BSc.; Major in Software Engineering** (60-63 cr.) – complementary course added, how complementary courses chosen revised. *Rationale*: Effective date revised to read “201509”.

**B.Sc.; Honours in Software Engineering** (72-75 cr.) – complementary course added. *Rationale*: Effective date revised to read “201509”.

**B.Sc.; Liberal Program: Core Science Component in Software Engineering** (49 cr.) – complementary course added. *Rationale*: Effective date revised to read “201509”.

Departments of Biology, Physiology, Psychology/Faculty of Medicine

**B.Sc.; Minor in Neuroscience** (24-25 cr.) – program credit weight decreased, required course deleted, required-course credits decreased, complementary courses added, notes added to complementary courses, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary-course credits increased. *Rationale*: Updates to courses, to ensure that students achieve the desired breadth within the discipline.
SECTION A: APPROVED PROGRAMS

Minor and Moderate Revisions
Faculty of Science [continued]
Department of Chemistry

B.Sc.; Major in Chemistry (59 cr.) – required courses deleted, required course added, required-course credits decreased, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary-course credits increased. *Rationale:* Updates to courses;

B.Sc.; Honours in Chemistry (71 cr.) – required courses deleted, required course added, required-course credits decreased, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary courses credits increased. *Rationale:* Updates to courses;

B.Sc.; Major in Chemistry; Bio-Organic (63 cr.) – required courses deleted, required courses added, required-course credits increased, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary-course credits increased. *Rationale:* Updates to courses. *ES Comments/Corrections:* Obtain a consultation from the Department of Physics;

B.Sc.; Honours in Chemistry; Bio-Organic (75 cr.) – required courses deleted, required courses added, complementary course deleted, complementary courses added. *Rationale:* Updates to courses. *ES Comments/Corrections:* Obtain a consultation from the Department of Physics; should the second group of complementary courses read “9” credits and the last group read “3” credits? Confirmation needed from the Department of Chemistry;

B.Sc.; Major in Chemistry; Materials (62 cr.) – required courses deleted, required course added, required-course credits decreased, complementary courses added, complementary-course credits increased. *Rationale:* Updates to courses;

B.Sc.; Honours in Chemistry; Materials (74 cr.) – required courses deleted, required course added, required-course credits decreased, complementary course added, complementary-course credits increased. *Rationale:* Updates to courses.

Department of Pharmacology and Therapeutics/Faculty of Medicine

B.Sc.; Minor in Pharmacology (24 cr.) – program requirements text revised, required courses deleted, required-course credits decreased, complementary course deleted, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary-course credits increased, one complementary course title and number changed. *Rationale:* Course updates to provide more choices to students in their final year. *ES Comments/Corrections:* Correct title for PHAR 562; it is recommended to remove the breakdown of courses by year to avoid unnecessary revision proposals in the future and to be consistent with the majority of program listings in the Calendars [breakdown by year may be maintained by the Department for advising purposes]; confirmation needed from the Department;

B.Sc.; Major in Pharmacology (67 cr.) – program credit weight increased, description, required courses deleted, required courses added, required-course credits decreased, note added to list of required courses, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary-course credits increased. *Rationale:* Course updates to provide more choices to students in their final year. *ES Comments/Corrections:* Revise proposed description to read “This … and every year thereafter to …”; correct title for PHAR 562; it is recommended to remove the breakdown of courses by year to avoid unnecessary revision proposals in the future and to be consistent with the majority of program listings in the Calendars [breakdown by year may be maintained by the Department for advising purposes]; confirmation needed from the Department;

B.Sc.; Honours in Pharmacology (76 cr.) – program credit weight increased, required courses deleted, required courses added, required-course credits decreased, note added to list of required courses, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary-course credits increased. *Rationale:* Course updates to provide more choices to students in their final year. *ES Comments/Corrections:* Correct title for PHAR 562; it is recommended to remove the breakdown of courses by year to avoid unnecessary revision proposals in the future and to be consistent with the majority of program listings in the Calendars [breakdown by year may be maintained by the Department for advising purposes]; confirmation needed from the Department.
SECTION A: APPROVED PROGRAMS

Minor and Moderate Revisions
Faculty of Science [continued]
Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences

B.Sc.; Honours in Planetary Sciences (78 cr.) – program credit weight decreased, required course deleted, required-course credits decreased. Rationale: Updates to courses. ES Comments/Corrections: Is the proposed credit weight correct? Correct typo in course EPSC 590 in both existing and proposed columns; the credits do not equal the proposed credit weight – correct complementary-course credits in both existing and proposed columns; it is recommended to remove the breakdown of courses by year to avoid unnecessary revision proposals in the future and to be consistent with the majority of program listings in the Calendars [breakdown by year may be maintained by the Department for advising purposes]; confirmation needed from the Department.

Department of Mathematics and Statistics

B.Sc.; Major in Mathematics (54 cr.) – how complementary courses chosen revised. Rationale: Faculty requested that the program include advanced courses. ES Comments/Corrections: Revise complementary courses sentence to read “the remainder … from the list below; at least six credits must be at the 400 or 500 level.”

SECTION A: APPROVED PROGRAMS

Retirements
School of Continuing Studies
Department of Career and Professional Development

Graduate Certificate in Health Care Management (15 cr.). Rationale: Program replaced by another program;

Graduate Certificate in Health Care (15 cr.). Rationale: Program replaced by another program.

SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

New
Faculty of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences
School of Dietetics and Human Nutrition
NUTR 404 Nutr. Field St. in East Africa (3 cr.) [PRN 9371]. Affected program indicated. ES Comments/Corrections: Official [Banner] course title revised to include words indicated in Calendar title; description revised to read “Community-based … focussed on documentation …”

Faculty of Arts
Department of Languages, Literatures, and Cultures
LLCU 689 Digital Humanities Proj Mgmt (3 cr.) [PRN 9104] ES Comments/Corrections: Indicate “No” for Affected Program, as the affected program does not currently exist; title abbreviations revised; delete course title from prerequisite; move sentence concerning LLCU 602 and LLCU 689 from the prerequisite box and add it to supplementary information box. PENDING APPROVAL BY CGPS OF NEW AD HOC M.A. IN DIGITAL HUMANITIES;

LLCU 696 Thesis Research 1 (6 cr.) [PRN 8888] ES Comments/Corrections: Indicate “No” for Affected Program, as the affected program does not currently exist; delete “None” from prerequisite and corequisite boxes. PENDING APPROVAL BY CGPS OF NEW AD HOC M.A. IN DIGITAL HUMANITIES;

LLCU 697 Thesis Research 2 (6 cr.) [PRN 8889] ES Comments/Corrections: Indicate “No” for Affected Program, as the affected program does not currently exist; delete “None” from prerequisite and corequisite boxes. PENDING APPROVAL BY CGPS OF NEW AD HOC M.A. IN DIGITAL HUMANITIES;

LLCU 698 Thesis Research 3 (6 cr.) [PRN 8890] ES Comments/Corrections: Indicate “No” for Affected Program, as the affected program does not currently exist; delete “None” from prerequisite and corequisite boxes. PENDING APPROVAL BY CGPS OF NEW AD HOC M.A. IN DIGITAL HUMANITIES;

LLCU 699 Thesis Research 4 (6 cr.) [PRN 8891] ES Comments/Corrections: Indicate “No” for Affected Program, as the affected program does not currently exist; delete “None” from prerequisite and corequisite boxes. PENDING APPROVAL BY CGPS OF NEW AD HOC M.A. IN DIGITAL HUMANITIES.
SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

New

Faculty of Arts [continued]

School of Information Studies

GLIS 627 User-Centered Design (3 cr.) [PRN 9182] **ES Comments/Corrections**: Indicate “Yes” for Program Affected and Program Change Form Submitted;

GLIS 629 Information Security (3 cr.) [PRN 9187] **ES Comments/Corrections**: Effective term revised to “201509” to coincide with effective date of program revision proposal;

GLIS 630 Data Mining (3 cr.) [PRN 9186] **ES Comments/Corrections**: Effective term revised to “201509” to coincide with effective date of program revision proposal.

Department of Political Science

POLI 200 Intro to Political Science (3 cr.) [PRN 9262]

POLI 210 Poli. Sci. Research Methods (3 cr.) [PRN 9263]

Faculty of Religious Studies

RELG 572 Religion and Global Politics (3 cr.) [PRN 9169] **ES Comments/Corrections**: Should a restriction be indicated that reads “Not open to students who have taken RELG 550”?

School of Continuing Studies

Faculty Partnerships and Summer Studies

CENG 225 Ore Resrve Risk&Mine Planning (3.5 CEUs) **ES Comments/Corrections**: Dean of the Faculty of Engineering approved this proposal; as per Dr. Guy Mineau, effective date revised to “201505”; rationale revised to read “Designed … version of certain components of the latter …”; delete last sentence from rationale.

Faculty of Medicine

IMED 407 Geriatric Med-Senior Clerkship (4 cr.) [PRN 9339] **ES Comments/Corrections**: Indicate “Yes” for Program Change Form Submitted; words added to Official course title that were included in Calendar title;

INDS 408 Emergency Med-Senior Clerkship (4 cr.) [PRN 9340] **ES Comments/Corrections**: Indicate “Yes” for Program Change Form Submitted; words added to Official course title that were included in Calendar title;

INDS 421 Transition to Residency (8 cr.) [PRN 9337] **ES Comments/Corrections**: Indicate “Yes” for Program Change Form Submitted;

INDS 423, 423N1/N2, 423J1/J2/J3 Integrated Assessment-CoreClerk (0 cr.) [PRN 9338] **ES Comments/Corrections**: Title abbreviations revised; extra words deleted from Official course title – this title cannot include extra words than the Calendar title;

INDS 424, 424N1/N2, 424J1/J2/J3 Integrated Assessment-Sen Clerk (0 cr.) [PRN 9339] **ES Comments/Corrections**: Title abbreviations revised; extra words deleted from Official course title – this title cannot include extra words than the Calendar title;

INDS 426 Basic Science,Medicine&Society (6 cr.) [PRN 9336] **ES Comments/Corrections**: Official title abbreviations revised; extra words deleted from Official course title – this title cannot include extra words than the Calendar title;

INDS 427 Public Health Selective (4 cr.) [PRN 9372] **ES Comments/Corrections**: Indicate “Yes” for Program Change Form Submitted.

Department of Epidemiology, Biostatistics and Occupational Health

EPIB 684 Princ of Envrnmntl Hlth Sci 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 9349] **ES Comments/Corrections**: Add to restriction the NRSC quadruple prefix course;

EPIB 685 Princ of Envrnmntl Hlth Sci 2 (3 cr.) [PRN 9350] **ES Comments/Corrections**: Add to restriction the NRSC quadruple prefix course.

Department of Pharmacology and Therapeutics

PHAR 609 Res Profess’lism for Pharmacol. (1 cr.) [PRN 9199] **ES Comments/Corrections**: Title abbreviations revised to add word included in Calendar title;
SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

New

Faculty of Medicine [continued]

PHAR 610 Scientific Commun for Pharmaco (2 cr.) [PRN 9200] *ES Comments/Corrections*: Title abbreviations revised to add word included in Calendar title; effective term revised to “201509” to coincide with effective date of program revision proposal.

PHAR 670 Princ of Envrnmntl Hlth Sci 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 9201] *ES Comments/Corrections*: Add to restriction the NRSC quadruple prefix course.

PHAR 671 Princ of Envrnmntl Hlth Sci 2 (3 cr.) [PRN 9202] *ES Comments/Corrections*: Add to restriction the NRSC quadruple prefix course.

ES Comments/Corrections: Title abbreviations revised; use uppercase letters in Calendar title.

PHAR 200 Introduction to Pharmacology 1 (1 cr.) [PRN 9152] *ES Comments/Corrections*: Faculty of Medicine’s approval omitted from proposal.

PHAR 201 Introduction to Pharmacology 2 (1 cr.) [PRN 9154] *ES Comments/Corrections*: Faculty of Medicine’s approval omitted from proposal; effective date revised to “201509” to coincide with program revisions.

PHAR 390 Laboratory in Pharmacology (3 cr.) [PRN 9155] *ES Comments/Corrections*: Indicate “Yes” for “Program Change Form Submitted”.

PHAR 505 Structural Pharmacology (3 cr.) [PRN 9156] *ES Comments/Corrections*: Faculty of Medicine’s approval omitted from proposal; revise restriction to read “Not open to students who have taken or are taking PHAR 503.”

PHAR 565 Epigenetic Drugs and Targets (3 cr.) [PRN 9157] *ES Comments/Corrections*: Faculty of Medicine’s approval omitted from proposal; effective term revised to “201509” to coincide with effective term of program revision proposals.

Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences

EPSC 240 Geology in the Field (3 cr.) [PRN 8318] *ES Comments/Corrections*: Remove from “Program Change Form Submitted” the first three sentences – not appropriate for this box.
SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

Revisions
Faculty of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences
Dean’s Office
FAES 200 Internship 1 (0 cr.) [PRN 9251] – restrictions;  
FAES 300 Internship 2 (3 cr.) [PRN 9250] – restrictions, supplementary information. **ES Comments/Corrections:** Delete from revised restriction “Please see attached memo.”

Department of Natural Resource Sciences
SOIL 631 Advanced Soil Physics (3 cr.) [PRN 9313] – schedule types, description, restrictions, supplementary information.

Faculty of Arts
Department of History and Classical Studies
HIST 300 Nationalisms in Canada (3 cr.) [PRN 9189] – description, restrictions;  
HIST 370 Topics: Cdn Political History (3 cr.) [PRN 9298] – title, prerequisites, slot status; **ES Comments/Corrections:** Title abbreviations revised;  
HIST 382 History of South Africa (3 cr.) [PRN 9396] – prerequisites;  
CLAS 300 Ancient Drama and Theatre (3 cr.) [PRN 9181] – title, description;  
CLAS 312 Intermediate Latin 2: Poetry (3 cr.) [PRN 7274] – title, description, prerequisites, slot status;  
CLAS 315 Intermed. Latin 2: Selections (3 cr.) [PRN 7277] – title, prerequisites, slot status;  
CLAS 320 Intermediate Ancient Greek 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 7271] – title, description, prerequisites;  
CLAS 322 Intermed Ancient Greek 2:Prose (3 cr.) [PRN 7270] – title, description, prerequisites, slot status; **ES Comments/Corrections:** Title abbreviations revised;  
CLAS 324 Intermed Ancient Greek 2: Poetry (3 cr.) [PRN 7269] – title, description, prerequisites, slot status; **ES Comments/Corrections:** Title abbreviations revised;  
CLAS 326 Interm Anc Greek 2: Selections (3 cr.) – reinstated, title, description, prerequisites; **ES Comments/Corrections:** Correct existing title;  
CLAS 411 Advanced Latin: Epic (3 cr.) [PRN 7238] – prerequisites;  
CLAS 412 Advanced Latin: Lyric (3 cr.) [PRN 7239] – prerequisites;  
CLAS 413 Advanced Latin: Satire (3 cr.) [PRN 7240] – prerequisites;  
CLAS 414 Advanced Latin: History (3 cr.) [PRN 7241] – prerequisites;  
CLAS 415 Advanced Latin: Oratory (3 cr.) [PRN 7242] – prerequisites;  
CLAS 416 Advanced Latin: Philosophy (3 cr.) [PRN 7243] – prerequisites;  
CLAS 421 Advanced Ancient Greek: Epic (3 cr.) [PRN 7244] – prerequisites;  
CLAS 422 Advanced Ancient Greek: Lyric (3 cr.) [PRN 7245] – prerequisites;  
CLAS 423 Advanced Ancient Greek: Drama (3 cr.) [PRN 7246] – prerequisites;  
CLAS 424 Advanced Greek: History (3 cr.) [PRN 7247] – prerequisites;  
CLAS 426 Advanced Greek: Philosophy (3 cr.) [PRN 7248] – prerequisites;  
CLAS 427 Adv Ancient Greek: Documents (3 cr.) [PRN 7249] – prerequisites;  
CLAS 428 Adv Ancient Greek: Spec Topics (3 cr.) [PRN 7250] – prerequisites;  
CLAS 441 Classics Seminar (3 cr.) [PRN 7251] – prerequisites;  
CLAS 685D1/D2 Proseminar (6 cr.) [PRN 7058] – schedule type, title, description; **ES Comments/Corrections:** Correct existing title;  

Department of Economics
ECON 450 Adv Economic Theory 1- Honours (3 cr.) [PRN 9138] – split of ECON 450D1/D2, term, title, restriction, supplementary information; **ES Comments/Corrections:** Use Arabic numerals instead of Roman numerals;  
ECON 452 Adv Economic Theory 2- Honours (3 cr.) [PRN 9138] – second half split of ECON 450D1/D2; **ES Comments/Corrections:** Use Arabic numerals instead of Roman numerals; should ECON 450 be a prerequisite?
SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

Revisions
Faculty of Arts [continued]
School of Information Studies
GLIS 603 Research Project 1 (6 cr.) [PRN 9238] – credit weight; affected program revised [submitted to CGPS];
GLIS 611 Research Principles&Analysis (3 cr.) [PRN 9213] – schedule type, prerequisites;
GLIS 620 Managing Info. Organizations (3 cr.) [PRN 9214] – title, description, prerequisites;
GLIS 660 Enterprise Content Management (3 cr.) [PRN 9203] – title, description; ES Comments/Corrections: Effective term revised to “201509” to coincide with effective date of program revision proposal.

Department of Languages, Literatures, and Cultures
ITAL 780 Student Staff Seminar (3 cr.) – reinstated, description; ES Comments/Corrections: Rationale revised to include explanation of description revision.

Faculty of Medicine
INDS 305 Transition to Clerkship (1 cr.) [PRN 9324] – title, description, restriction;
INDS 320, 320D1/D2, 320J1/J2/J3 Formation of the Prof’l&Healer (1.5 cr.) [PRN 9327] – credit weight, title, description, restriction; ES Comments/Corrections: Title abbreviations revised; description revised to use lower case letters for “obstetrics” and “gynecology”; indicate “Yes” for Program Affected and Program Change Form Submitted;
IMED 401, 401D1/D2 Internal Med – Core Clerkship (8 cr.) [PRN 9319] – title, description, restriction; ES Comments/Corrections: Title abbreviations revised and omitted word from transcript title added [as indicated in calendar title].

Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology
OBGY 401, 401D1/D2 Obstet & Gynec-Core Clerkship (6 cr.) [PRN 9328] – credit weight, title, description, restriction; ES Comments/Corrections: Title abbreviations revised; description revised to use lowercase letters for “obstetrics” and “gynecology”; indicate “Yes” for Program Affected and Program Change Form Submitted;

Department of Pediatrics
PAED 401, 401D1/D2 Pediatrics – Core Clerkship (6 cr.) [PRN 9329] – credit weight, title, description, restriction. ES Comments/Corrections: Description revised to use lowercase letter for “pediatrics”; indicate “Yes” for Program Affected and Program Change Form Submitted;

Department of Psychiatry
PSYT 401, 401D1/D2 Psychiatry – Core Clerkship (8 cr.) [PRN 9330] – title, description, restriction. ES Comments/Corrections: Description revised to use lowercase letters for “psychiatry” and “clerkship” in the first sentence, and “family”, “physician”, and “psychiatrist” in the last sentence; indicate “Yes” for Program Affected and Program Change Form Submitted;

Department of Surgery
SURG 402 Surgery – Core Clerkship (8 cr.) [PRN 9333] – credit weight, title, description, restriction. ES Comments/Corrections: Indicate “Yes” for Program Affected and Program Change Form Submitted; description revised to use lowercase letter for “surgery”;

Department of Family Medicine
FMED 405 Family Medicine-Core Clerkship (8 cr.) [PRN 9318] – title, description, restriction. ES Comments/Corrections: Description revised to use lowercase letters for “family” and “medicine”;

Faculty of Science
Department of Mathematics and Statistics
MATH 357 Honours Statistics (3 cr.) [PRN 9334] – corequisites;
SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

Revisions
Faculty of Science [continued]
MATH 454 Honours Analysis 3 (3 cr.) – number, restriction; affected programs indicated; ES Comments/Corrections: Revise restriction to indicate/include “Not open to students who have taken MATH 354”.
MATH 455 Honours Analysis 4 (3 cr.) – number, restriction; affected programs indicated; ES Comments/Corrections: Revise restriction to indicate/include “Not open to students who have taken MATH 355”.
MATH 456 Honours Algebra 3 (3 cr.) – number, restriction; affected programs indicated; ES Comments/Corrections: Revise restriction to indicate/include “Not open to students who have taken MATH 370”.
MATH 457 Honours Algebra 4 (3 cr.) – number, restriction; affected programs indicated; ES Comments/Corrections: Revise restriction to indicate/include “Not open to students who have taken MATH 371”.
MATH 458 Honours Differential Geometry (3 cr.) – number, restriction; affected programs indicated; ES Comments/Corrections: Revise restriction to indicate/include “Not open to students who have taken MATH 380”.
MATH 475 Honours PDE’s (3 cr.) – number, restriction; affected programs indicated; ES Comments/Corrections: Revise restriction to indicate/include “Not open to students who have taken MATH 375”.

Department of Physics
PHYS 447 Applications of Quantum Mech. (3 cr.) [PRN 9091] – number, title, restrictions. ES Comments/Corrections: Revise restriction to read “Not open to students who have taken PHYS 436 …”; revise effective date to “201509”, as students are already enrolled in the existing course number and the term is already in progress; last sentence in rationale revised to read “The course … number higher than …”

Department of Chemistry
CHEM 345 Intro to Quantum Chemistry (3 cr.) [PRN 9259] – title, prerequisites; ES Comments/Corrections: Title abbreviations revised.
CHEM 355 Applications of Quantum Chem. (3 cr.) [PRN 9260] – title, description; ES Comments/Corrections: Title abbreviations revised.
CHEM 482 Organic Chem:Natural Products (3 cr.) [PRN 9264] – number, prerequisites, restriction. Affected programs indicated. ES Comments/Corrections: Revise restriction to read “Not open to students who have taken CHEM 382.”

Department of Pharmacology and Therapeutics/Faculty of Medicine
PHAR 508 Drug Discovery and Develop. 3 (3 cr.) [PRN 9160] – number, title, schedule types, description, prerequisites, corequisites, restrictions, supplementary information. ES Comments/Corrections: Revise restriction to read “Not open to students who have taken PHAR 558”; revise effective term to “201509” to coincide with effective term of program revision proposals.
PHAR 562 Neuropharmacology (3 cr.) [PRN 9158] – title, description, prerequisites; ES Comments/Corrections: Propose different title, as this title already exists for PHAR 703 and revise program revision proposals accordingly.
PHAR 563 Endocrine Pharmacology (3 cr.) [PRN 9159] – title, description, prerequisites, supplementary information. ES Comments/Corrections: Effective term revised to “201509” to coincide with effective term of program revision proposals.

Department of Anatomy and Cell Biology/Faculty of Medicine
ANAT 214 Systemic Human Anatomy (3 cr.) [PRN 9239] – schedule types, supplementary information. ES Comments/Corrections: Has this course been approved by the Faculty of Medicine who will offer it?

School of Computer Science
SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

Revisions
Faculty of Science [continued]
COMP 424 Artificial Intelligence (3 cr.) [PRN 8833] – prerequisites;
COMP 521 Modern Computer Games (4 cr.) [PRN 8842] – prerequisites, corequisites; ES Comments/Corrections: New corequisite should indicate “None” – leaving new corequisite box empty implies “no change”;
COMP 529 Software Architecture (4 cr.) [PRN 8838] – prerequisites;

Department of Psychiatry/Faculty of Medicine
PSYT 455 Neurochemistry (3 cr.) [PRN 9129] – prerequisites. ES Comments/Corrections: This change will not impact students already registered in this course in 201501.

Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences
EPSC 210 Introductory Mineralogy (3 cr.) [PRN 9332] – description;
EPSC 331 Field School 2 (3 cr.) [PRN 9325] – prerequisites;
EPSC 341 Field School 3 (3 cr.) [PRN 9326] – prerequisites;
EPSC 423 Igneous Petrology (3 cr.) [PRN 9320] – prerequisites;
EPSC 445 Metamorphic Petrology (3 cr.) [PRN 9321] – prerequisites; ES Comments/Corrections: Should the title be revised as per the program revision? If yes, revise PRN and provide a rationale for the title change;
EPSC 452 Mineral Deposits (3 cr.) [PRN 9322] – prerequisites;
EPSC 530 Volcanology (3 cr.) [PRN 9323] – prerequisites.

Retirements
Faculty of Arts
HIST 322 Canada: American Presence s. ’39 (3 cr.) [PRN 9193]. Affected programs indicated;
HIST 402 East Central Europe 1918-1941 (3 cr.) [PRN 9399]. Affected programs indicated;
HIST 583 Conservatism in Canada (3 cr.) [PRN 9194]. Affected programs indicated;
CLAS 321 Intermed Greek: Plato/Xenophon (3 cr.) [7272]. Affected programs indicated;
CLAS 323 Intermediate Greek: Homer (3 cr.) [PRN 7273]. Affected programs indicated;
CLAS 684 M.A. Research Paper 4 (3 cr.) [PRN 9220]. Affected program revised [submitted to CGPS]; ES Comments/Corrections: Indicate “Yes” for Program Affected and Program Change Form Submitted; effective term revised to “201509” to coincide with effective date of program revision proposal;
CLAS 686D1/D2, 686N1/N2 M.A. Special Subject 2 (6 cr.) [PRN 9219]. Affected program revised [submitted to CGPS]; ES Comments/Corrections: Indicate “Yes” for Program Affected and Program Change Form Submitted; effective term revised to “201509” to coincide with effective date of program revision proposal;

Department of Economics
ECON 450D1/D2 Adv Economic Theory - Honours (3 cr.) [PRN 9138] – spanned term only; see proposal for ECON 450.

Faculty of Medicine
INDS 126 Reflection and Examination 2 [PRN 9358]. Course retirement withdrawn – already retired [effective 201409].

Faculty of Science
Department of Mathematics and Statistics
MATH 354 Honours Analysis 3 (3 cr.). Affected programs indicated; see proposal for MATH 454;
MATH 355 Honours Analysis 4 (3 cr.). Affected programs indicated; see proposal for MATH 455;
MATH 370 Honours Algebra 3 (3 cr.). Affected programs indicated; see proposal for MATH 456;
MATH 371 Honours Algebra 4 (3 cr.). Affected programs indicated; see proposal for MATH 457;
SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

Retirements

Faculty of Science [continued]
MATH 375 Honours PDE’s (3 cr.). Affected programs indicated; see proposal for MATH 475;

Comments/Corrections: Indicate Banner short title.
MATH 380 Honours Differential Geometry (3 cr.). Affected programs indicated; see proposal for MATH 458.

Department of Physics
PHYS 436 Modern Physics (3 cr.) [PRN 9091]. Affected programs indicated; see proposal for PHYS 447;
PHYS 580 Introduction to String Theory (3 cr.) [PRN 9092]. Affected programs indicated.

Department of Chemistry
CHEM 382 Organic Chem:Natural Products (3 cr.) [PRN 9264]. Affected programs indicated; see proposal for
CHEM 482.

Department of Pharmacology and Therapeutics/Faculty of Medicine
PHAR 558 Pharmacology Selected Topics (3 cr.) [PRN 9160]. Program revision proposals submitted; see proposal for
PHAR 508.

Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences
EPSC 312 Spectroscopy of Minerals (3 cr.) [PRN 9293]. Revision submitted for affected programs and other affected
programs indicated.

Cindy Smith, Secretary to SCTP